Ferdinand's army advances: Bulgars invade Greece.

The gong that warns the troops of a gas attack.

Keeping a sharp look-out for Fritz. The Colonial believes in keeping "cool."

Parading for the trenches. It will be noticed that the steel helmets have been covered in khaki cloth.
Kaiser's Peace Plot America

Machine-Made German Propaganda

In United States Congress.

Wilson's Big Blunder.

Tool of Hypenatched Politicians in Presidential Elections.

The secret of a subtle German peace movement against America is now acknowledged in American inquiring circles to be the concentration of great, direct propaganda forces that have been assembled in the service of the Kaiser. A hundred thousand telegrams have been sent out in the last few days, containing the news that Mr. Balfour had been defeated in the British Parliament, and that Mr. Lloyd George was likely to take office. It is understood that these telegrams have been sent out from the German Embassy in Washington, and that they have been designed to create a feeling of dissatisfaction with the Government, and to produce a desire for peace among the people of America.

Sinn Fein Plans for Irish Landing

Han Ship That Came Too Soon And Spoiled the Plot.

Martial Law to Continue.

Martial law is to be continued in Ireland, a proclamation to that effect having been issued on Saturday. The proclamation, which has been described as a disinfection and an arrest, which will prevail in certain parts of the country, is to be enforced by the police and military authorities. It is understood that the proclamation is to be continued until the 1st of May, when it will expire.

At Saturday's hearing one of the most significant developments was the connection of the younger members of the peace movement with the Sinn Fein movement. In view of this development, the government has decided to take immediate steps to restore order in Ireland.

PLENTY OF MONEY.

Although the German government has been engaged in war, it is understood that the country has plenty of money. There are indications that the government is planning to use the money to finance the war effort.

The government is also planning to use the money to finance the peace movement. There is no doubt that the peace movement is in the hands of the Germans.

CASH FOR SINF FEIN FUNDS

The Sinn Fein movement has received a large amount of money from the Germans. It is understood that the money has been used to finance the movement.

Mr. Hill added that the money had been used to finance the movement. He said that the money had been used to finance the movement.

MONTEITH ON THE RUN.

Mr. Justice Shearman was on the run. The inspector, who had been watching the movement, said that he had been in communication with the Sinn Fein movement.

The inspector said that he had been in communication with the Sinn Fein movement. He said that he had been in communication with the Sinn Fein movement.

WEDNESDAY'S ATTACK ON LORD KITCHENER.

Who Will Answer Mr. Churchill's Latest Outburst?

The Reformed War Office.

From Our Parliamentary Correspondent.

Before Parliament rises for the summer recess, Mr. Churchill has made an attack on the Government, accusing them of being responsible for the war. Mr. Churchill has made an attack on the Government, accusing them of being responsible for the war.

The government has been criticized for not doing enough to bring about peace. Mr. Churchill has made an attack on the Government, accusing them of being responsible for the war.

The government has been criticized for not doing enough to bring about peace. Mr. Churchill has made an attack on the Government, accusing them of being responsible for the war.

TIPPERARY MATINEE.

Two Queens To Be Present To-Day At The Palace Theatre.

The name of Tipperary has now become a practical reality. The news has been made known to the world that the Tipperary Matinee will be held at the Palace Theatre this afternoon, when the two queens, Queen Victoria and Queen Mary, will be present.

There will be an assembly of representatives of all classes of Irishmen at the Palace Theatre this afternoon, when the two queens, Queen Victoria and Queen Mary, will be present.

TIPPERARY MATINEE.

Two Queens To Be Present To-Day At The Palace Theatre.

The name of Tipperary has now become a practical reality. The news has been made known to the world that the Tipperary Matinee will be held at the Palace Theatre this afternoon, when the two queens, Queen Victoria and Queen Mary, will be present.

There will be an assembly of representatives of all classes of Irishmen at the Palace Theatre this afternoon, when the two queens, Queen Victoria and Queen Mary, will be present.

SIXPENNY QUART SCANDAL

Evidence Of The Milk Combine's Wokr Among Farmers.

Among Farmers.

The milk trade has agreed to the trust.

Board of Trade that the increase in price of 6d. a gallon is to be put through next week. The increase in price is to be put through next week.

CONFIRMATION OF THIS IS PROVIDED IN A LETTER FROM "SMALL" DAIRYMAN IN EAST LONDON.

We are not yet able to give a precise date, but as soon as we can, we shall publish the facts. The letter is from a dairyman in East London, who has supplied us with information.

No shortage of bacon or cheese.

Concerning the dear food scandal, a farmer from Walthamstow told us: "It is very hard to say, but we buy as much bacon and cheese as possible. We cannot afford to be without them."

The King and His Fighters.

The King is visiting centres of naval and military training this week, and it is expected that he will be away from London.

FLAWS IN HUSBANDS' RELIEF SCHEME.

Infsufficent Assistance For Men With Small Shops.

Dangers In Government Plan That Must Be Averted.

By A. W. Yeo, M.P.

I am more firmly convinced every day that the Government scheme for relief of married soldiers in many ways, requires reform.

The intention of the scheme is to give substantial assistance to the working classes in this country. That intention must be availed of.

In saying this I go back to the report of a huge pile of telegrams. This pile of telegrams consists of a number of telegrams, and each telegraph OFFICIAL.

WIVES CANNOT CARRY ON.

It may be argued that the wife of a man who might be able to carry out the business, and be released from the duties of family life, should be released from them.

The scheme provides that an applicant may be relieved of a maximum of £50 per annum, but in no case can the amount exceed £100 per annum.

EXISTING ON CREDIT.

Small businesses—and large—exist upon credit. One man or another in the shopkeepers' business has found that there is no way of getting a loan from the bank.

The shopkeeper's wife has found that there is no way of getting a loan from the bank.

CASES OF EARNERS.

The position of women and girls is rather different. The 15s. 6d. man mentioned in Parliament this week, who receives 15s. 6d. from his wife, has allowed his wife to do a job in the home.

If the man is to be sworn at once with all his earnings, it is clear that he will not be able to meet his wife's demands.

If the man is to be sworn at once with all his earnings, it is clear that he will not be able to meet his wife's demands.

SOLDIER WRITES TO 'DEAR KING.'

How A Distressed Tommy Got Back And Made Good.

Mr. Robert Munro, K.C., M.P., the Lord Advocate, and Mr. H. T. Keating, the Attorney-General, have defended the government in the House of Commons on Saturday last, when they were appealed to by the members of the Labour Party, who were appealing to the government to do something to prevent the recurrence of the crime.

Mr. Munro was defended by Mr. H. T. Keating, the Attorney-General, on Saturday last, when they were appealed to by the members of the Labour Party, who were appealing to the government to do something to prevent the recurrence of the crime.
**DAILY SKETCH.**

**BULGARIANS INVADE GREEK TERRITORY.**

**ENEMY TAKE POSSESSION OF SOME IMPORTANT POSTS.**

25,000 INVADERS.

Rupel Fort. And Demir Hassar Station Occupied.

**ADVANCE UPON KAVALLA.**

Tsar Ferdinand has struck his first blow in the new Macedonian campaign by forcing the Greek frontier past the Rupel fort in the north of Demir Hassar and about 55 miles north-east of Salonika.

The Bulgarian invading force, which has been blown up by the Greek, has also been seized, as well as some other Greek forts.

One Bulgarian division from Xanthi has been stated to have crossed the frontier with a view to occupying Kavalla, the Greek seaport of Salonika, which Bulgaria has always claimed.

According to one message the Bulgarian occupation of Kavalla was expected to take place yesterday.

General Sarreil and the Allies' other commanders have doubtless gauged the full value of Ferdinand's latest move.

With the French and British forces in the Salona area as well as their own and Serbian army, burning to get to close quarters with the treacherous despots of their country.

**ONE GREEK COMPANY SHOWS FIGHT.**

Position The Key To The Serres-Demir Hassar Plain.

Salonica, Saturday.

Some five miles north-west of Demir Hassar, where the broad valley of the Struma contracts into a narrow gorge in order to thread through the Sten in and Changi ranges, the Rupel Pass marks the strategic gateway into Greece of Russian control.

The frontier runs six miles north of Rupel, which is defended by a fort and earthworks manned by the Bulgarian army, burning to get to close quarters with the treacherous despots of their country.

**BULGARIANS RETURN GREEK FIRE.**

Rupel, Demir Hassar forts retaken from pressgangs, and finally categorically ordered to suspended fire on the advancing Bulgars.

**FRENCH OBJECT ACHIEVED AT DOUAMONT.**

The Germans Compelled To Sacrifice Important Reserves.

**TROOPS FROM BRITISH FRONT.**

From H. Warner Allen.

It has been incorrectly stated that the two German divisions which made the counter-attack at Douamont have been withdrawn from troops holding lines facing the British Army.

The two divisions, which formed the 1st Armee on the main point of fact, being held in reserve at Cambrai (opposite the Arras section of the British front), were part of a general reserve which was being held by the German high command with a view to the French.

Men of this corps who have been captured state that this general reserve was to be used for a grand and final offensive against Verdun.

**IMPORTANT RESERVES THROWN AWAY.**

It is reported to-day that the present attempt of the French attack at Douamont Fort has been fully accomplished.

If the enemy has succeeded in recovering part of the positions won by our army on 21st, it would be for the French to pay for that success at a price far above that which was paid. The act of the French gives the impression of attack, of importance, and did not form part of the French plan.

The French, therefore, having accomplished their object in inflicting enormous losses on the German army and fortresses, are now holding about 300,000 yards from the very edge of the fort.

**GERMAN RAID ON BRITISH TRENCHES FAILS.**

Shell Golf Bombardment Of Positions Near Ypres.

British Official News.

German troops have been repulsed in a strong attack near Ypres on Sunday, 9.35 p.m.

About 11.30 p.m. (Saturday) night a short but heavy bombardment, the enemy got a raid on the Ypres fortress of Douaumont, after which he withdrew his troops.

**ENEMY'S STRENGTH HALF GONE.**

800,000 Troops Used, and Only 400,000 Left At Verdun.

"RIVETED TO VERDUN."

"14 Weeks Of Futile Efforts And Bloody Losses."

How CIMERIES WAS RETAKEN.

"The battle of Verdun is still following the same anarchy," says the French newspaper "After powerful efforts the enemy's offensives is lulled for the time necessary for the regrouping of the French divisions and the Belghian army, and then it waxes with increased vigour and new attacks.

"Meanwhile on our part we are taking advantage of the present truce. Thus, during Friday evening, the counter-attack of the village of Cumieres, which consists in reality of one street parallel to the front. After several hours of fighting at a short distance, and even hard to-hand, the advantage rested with us.

We recaptured finally all the ruined houses east of the village in the direction of the Meuse and several German trenches north-east of the Mort-Homme, making some prisoners and taking machine-guns.

"We also gained some ground east of Hill 506, south-west of the Meuse.

"STILL VIOLENT."

"To finish with the sector of the left bank, the camouflages is still violent in the region of the Avion Wood and Hill 506, where trench engines are taking an active part in the struggle.

"The artillery was renewed, at six o'clock in the evening, the fruitless attack of Friday afternoon to Sunday morning, against positions at Fort Douamont, of which we hold the immediate appearance; but the return of the Bulgars left our forces again broken before our resistance.

"It appears as though, by their attack on Navarin, we wish to sound our Chapagne front.

"The bridge is still in our possession. Verdun is riveted to Verdun—the fatal Verdun—by fourteen week of futile efforts and bloody losses."

**GERMAN TROOPS DISPERSED.**

Attacking Force Of 800,000 Reduced To Half Its Strength.

Berna, Sunday.

Colonel Felix, the Swiss military expert, states that the German loss has amounted to 500,000.

A few definite information that the morale of the German troops engaged in Verdun has been seriously diminished, and that the losses have occurred which have without any appreciable loss of numbers. One German division, which participated valiantly in the earliest assaults against Verdun in February, was almost annihilated, and withdraws from the front. The gulf were filled, and the division re-arranged itself for the final attack, and, again broken before our resistance.

The bridge is still in our possession. Verdun is riveted to Verdun—the fatal Verdun—by fourteen week of futile efforts and bloody losses."

**LULL IN VERDUN BATTLE.**

French Official News.

Paris, Sunday Night.

In Champagne our artillery blew up an enemy ammunition depot, and the losses amounted to 2,000,000. We are informed by the Swiss of the heavy losses of the last two days are added to the French losses in the sector of Nivelle, over one-haif are still available. — Wireless Press.

**Kingston's Fighting Parson.**

The Mayor (Alberden C. H. Burke) and Corporations of the Corporation of Kingston have an invitation to attend the Kingston Baptist Church next Sunday, at 9 a.m., for a solemn and spiritual service. The pastor (Rev. R. B. Gaiten) will officiate before the</p>
THE ROLL CALL BEFORE LEAVING TO FIGHT.

Calling the roll of an Indian regiment before leaving for the front in Mesopotamia. Our Indian troops are earning new honours in the fighting on the Tigris.

FOR THE SAKE OF OUR PRISONERS OF WAR.

Society programme sellers paying in their receipts to Col. Hanky after the Albert Hall concert in aid of the Household Brigade Prisoners of War Fund.

A BALACLAVA VETERAN AND HIS D.C.M. COMPANIONS.

Mr. Hughes, the Australian Premier, finds an odd retreat in which to snatch a quiet moment from the crowd at York.

"DADDY LONGLEGS."

"Thanks dear for the cake."

"I spent my birthday in the shot shell of the firing line, and not at the customary party. Some of the cake you sent me I gave to my pals, so we had a little party after all." Enrolment from a Soldier's letter.

SEND YOUR SOLDIER FRIEND A CAKE.

One of your own taking. He'll enjoy it all the more if it comes from home. Send some of those light, delicious, wholesome, home-made cakes which rise so beautifully and taste so good, and are so easy to make with "Paisley Flour"—The SURE raising powder.

Made by Brown & Polson of Corn Flour fame.

Mix one part of "Paisley Flour" with eight parts of ordinary flour, dry, before adding the other ingredients.

"IF YOU WORRY, READ THIS."

Worry never brought any good to anybody. Still, you say, "I don't worry because I want to; it is because I can't help it"; or, "I worry because I have so much to worry about."

We all have our troubles, and worry, of course, makes matters worse. The patient generally recognises this fact without being influenced in any way by it.

The doctor who could meet this nervous condition and cure it would be the most popular man which is neither expensive nor difficult to be. The patient generally recognises this fact without being influenced in any way by it.

The doctor who could meet this nervous condition and cure it would be the most popular man which is neither expensive nor difficult to be. The patient generally recognises this fact without being influenced in any way by it.

The doctor who could meet this nervous condition and cure it would be the most popular man which is neither expensive nor difficult to be. The patient generally recognises this fact without being influenced in any way by it.

The doctor who could meet this nervous condition and cure it would be the most popular man which is neither expensive nor difficult to be. The patient generally recognises this fact without being influenced in any way by it.

"HAVE YOUTHFUL HAIR!"

Grey Hair Will No Longer Rob You of Your Youthful Looks If You Try This Simple Home Recipe.

If your hair has begun to turn grey, or has a faded, lusterless appearance, you can readily darken it and bring back its beauty by using this home recipe, which is neither expensive nor difficult to prepare. In half a pint of water mix these ingredients, to be had at any chemists.

Bay Rum .................................................. 1 oz.

Orlex Compound ...................................... 1 small box.

This preparation is also fine for the scalp, always allaying itching, removes dandruff and stops falling hair. Apply once a day until the hair is darkened, then once every two weeks will be sufficient. Be sure the chemist gives you Orlex Compound.
**IS IT TO BE ALL WORK AND NO PLAY?**

YES, that is what you munition-workers say, I know, when you read it. Lloyd George's plea and the demands of a certain section of the Press that you shall take no holidays this Whitsuntide. Many of you have been working night and day, seven days a week, and the strain is almost more than you can bear. The nerves of many of you have broken down, and all of you feel quite worn out. You were looking forward to Whitsun. That would be a break, anyhow, in the eternal grind, and you had planned little and kids, or with a few familiar friends. You will go on and on till the war ends or you break it it would put your back up rather than...

**Grey Hats In The Park.**

The marxist to me is that anyone not pinned down by work, or not entirely destitute, should have stayed in London at all yesterday, and yet lots of people did. Even a duke or two were about the place, and both in the morning and the evening would wander Liberal by that what sort of others are going to do wonderful things. All of the离子 means of dave's saying about Piff: "The lion walks out, the jackals behind together."

**The Lion.**

This week we are doory a tour of talk Livery, and the principal fair is on Lord Kitchener's salary on Wednesday, and it is reported that Winston Churchill, that rather discarded liberal by that what sort of others are going to do wonderful things. All of the Ion means of dave's saying about Piff: "The lion walks out, the jackals behind together."

**Giraffe For Sale.**

Next week is the great fair at the Caledonian Market in aid of the Wounded Allies' Relief Committee, which will be attended on the first day by Queen Alexandra, the Princess Royal (with Princess Maud), and Princess Victoria, as well as the Grand Duchess of Greece, Princess Arthur Paget's stall (there will be 1,500 altogether) will be a sort of menagerie, for I am told that giraffe and an elephant (alive) will be on sale. The Hon. Mrs. Charles Graves will have the only flower stall, and it will be decorated in mauve. She is an expert at the flower business.

**Stalls Of The Grand Alliance.**

The Stalls of Allied Nations are being made ready for an opening by Sir Lister Kaye will work with the Marchesa Imperiali at the Italian stall, the Countess Torby and her daughters will be at the Russian stall, the Princess of Monaco will be within the French, and the wife of the Belgian Minister at the Belgian. Mrs. Andrew Fisher and Mrs. Melton will be at the Australian stall.

**Dukes And People.**

Mrs. Patrick Campbell was wearing what I believe is known as cornerstone blue taffeta, but she put on red armlets. It is good to know that she returns to the English after her American revivals of "Bella Donna" on which she was the belle of the ball for too long an absence. She looks every bit as youthful as in 1914. The Duke and Duchess of Somerset were looking smart in the Park, with a black band. King Edward, however, used to discard the band altogether.

**Bad Form.**

If it is true that some of the women who are going to sell at the Caledonian Market are or disgraceful, they will be sorted out. One, a woman who was last year, in the other day found him in his shirt-sleeves with a pair of newly-burnished shoes in his hand: He had just finished them, he said, and they are probably some very frank critics of their disguises. Why not dress it in uniform?

**M.P. As Shockhead.**

I was asked the other day, "Who has the most brilliantly polished boots in the House of Commons?" The answer, I am told, is Mr. A. W. Yeo, of Poplar. If this be so there may be one man who is never out of order. The other day he was found in his shirt-sleeves with a pair of newly-burnished shoes in his hand. He had just finished them, he said, and they are probably some very frank critics of their disguises. Why not dress it in uniform?

**Adaptability.**

Although a few people would suspect it, Lloyd George is a master of fast notes of the best-dressed men in the Cabinet. He isn't a dandy (so dandy- that the West End that length, but his clothes fit him, suit him, and he knows how to wear them, which reminds one of the saying with a decided "wait" to it, and a pair of patent leather boots. "Twas not over then. It is the choice of the man even in such details as dress that is a part of his genius.

**The Worst-Dressed.**

The worst-dressed Minister? I fear Mr. Asquith. It took the country some months to recover from that dreadful day when he, as temporary minister, left the War Minister, went down to Aldershot, and thousand of troops to march past and "The King's Army," and all of them before a man in a pair of grey trousers, turned up at the ends, a black coat, and tall caps. Of course, he was before funny men from America set the fashion.

**Baronetcy Claims.**

The Baronetage Committee of the Privy Council has been asked to consider Captain Charles Dunbar Hope's claim to the baronetcy of Dunbar. The application was made six years ago as a result of the formation of an official roll of baronets, and it is being given to the lower to refer all petitions to be placed on the roll to the Committee.

**Nasty.**

I would like to bring to the notice the disgusting tendencies of a young girl named Nancy. She was seen going about watching at the war..." and the introductions legislation making it impossible for any man to sell an armful of the flowers, or have great allowances."

**Barking At Kitchener - Clothes And The Case Of Thomas Beecham For The Navy.**

**The High Cs.**

Don't be surprised to find Sir Thomas Beecham leave his Queen's Hall before long for the King's Navy, and exchanging the new gold wing for a gold star. The Germain's has written a letter of recommendation to the Navy, and I believe he is expected to get it.

**Countess Percy.**

Congratulations are due to the beautiful Countess Percy, who has just presented a daughter to the Duke of Northumberland. This is the first girl the family has been, with the eldest four Lady Percy was Helen George, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lovett, youngest daughter of the Duke of Richmond. Sir Cecil Percy served in South Africa, and is a member of the present war, in which he entered as a special official "Eye."

**Another Literary Find.**

"I HAE MATT a fellow to your literary night watchman," says a correspondent (apposite my party about the that sort of thing. "When I hired a standing taxi the other day the driver reading Carlyle's 1932 Revolution. On the back there was a battered copy of 'Peppys Diary.' Also he was extremely polite.

**Charpentier's New Work.**

Charpentier, the famous composer of "Louise," is at work on a new opera—not connected, he states, with a war subject. "Julien," the score of "Louise," didn't cut much ice, although it has not yet been submitted to London. The new work is, of course, to be concerned with Charpentier's beloved Montmartre. And why not?

**Work For The Midinettes.**

For the last ten years or more Charpentier has been more concerned, perhaps, with social work among the midinettes of Paris (you remember he introduced them into the third act of "Louise") than with music. He has formed clubs for them, and even pays them; he has now transferred his activities to the what sort of thing beyond military age, is doing his bit for our present purposes.

**Badged Bands.**

I like to see soldiers in the jolly old scarlet and gold, and the Albert Hall was full of fine sights with as fine a selection of Battalions as the Guards' Bands, massed magnificently, fairly bad things are. It must have been thirty work. Captain Mackenzie Logan, the High Priest of the occasion, conducted with splendid dignity, as before. The Guards and the Queen were present to hear the National Anthem, and the "Juliet Overture" was played, to cement the closest interests between France and Russia. Possibly.

**More Eric-a-Brass.**

Eric is such a charming man in the second edition of "Eric-a-Brass," although it made me perspire more than ever to get that number. Sally, chinchilla, fox, mink (also minxes) seemed to have been bred, or bought, with reckless provisality, as they say. Georgeully, that fine actor, has made good in revue, Gervius military dances. Colonel Herman Fink has written some Russian music, and the indefatigable and obliging Palace girls go through their steps on the steps.

**Too Much Revue.**

A lot of money is going to be lost in the revue world in the not very distant future. The Lyceum is likely to be the first to join this large group of houses, and I hear of lavish preparations for a mammoth affair in the Lyceum. Having's old world at the Empire we heard the owner member the stupendous doing of a few yards away at the London Opera House and Drury Lane, to say nothing of the existing attractions at the Emperor's Palace and to go to the wall. It's absolutely inevitable. There simply isn't room.

**Where Flowers Are Cheap.**

The best market for the place to buy flowers in these times. The little restaurants there were gay with scarlet peonies during the week-end. You get the fresh flowers, as in the words of the vendor's offer, "As many as you can carry away."
THE SOLDIER'S PET.

A British soldier feeding his gazelle. The animal was too weak to drink milk, so Tommy rubbed the milk on his lips. "Can you beat our lads?"

KULTUR! THE HUNS FED THESE BRITISH SOLDIERS.

Some of the 96 disabled British soldiers who have been returned to England. They tell a terrible tale of starvation and brutality.

JACK'S LITTLE HUMOURS AT SEA.

Jack delights in dressing up for the amusement of his messmates. Here is a comical "bridal-party" photographed aboard a warship at sea.

THEIR DOUBLE DIVE.

Two expert Cromer swimmers preparing for a double dive—no easy feat.

A SABBATH SCENE IN THE STREETS OF SALONICA.

Salonika Jews taking a Sabbath walk. They still wear the fur-lined gaberdines of their race and speak the language of their Spanish ancestors of five centuries ago.
On Food That Camp Rats Would Not Eat.

Fagan, of the Connaught Rangers, who was in Limburg camp when Casement called.

These brave lads look all right now, but they will never forget their sufferings. Only the parcels from home enabled them to live.

The Sort of Vase the Ancients Made.

The size of this old Greek vase, unearthed in Salonika during trench-digging, is seen by the fact that a French sailor can stand inside it.

A Mother's Welcome to Her Wounded Boy.

An Indian sentry guarding Turkish prisoners in a barbed-wire camp. A piece of corrugated iron makes an excellent sunshade for his sentry-box.

Honoured by the King.

A Leicester mother has a chat with her son, Pte. Holt, who, wounded for the third time, has just arrived on the hospital train.

Superintendent-Nurse Rait received the Royal Red Cross Medal at Buckingham Palace.
GREAT SALE OF SILKS.

CHIFFON TAPETTA—An immense quantity of various Colours, also Chiffon in the shades of demand. Navy, Navy, White, and White and Black. Also, Notions of all kinds. 3/11

Large range of POULARDS in Black and White stripes: 50 in. wide. Choice designs, various shades. Also, Notions of all kinds. 3/11

GREAT SALE OF SATINETTE, WALK THE WAVE, MARSHALL, and Black Silk Satinette, in 36, 46, and 56 widths. A yard. 2/11

BROADcloth in Black and White and Black and Tan. Prices vary. 3/11

NATURAL SHANTUNG. A special line of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

"CREASE RESIST" in a range of shades. 36, 38, and 40 in. widths. Heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

BLEND INGREDIENTS—An immense variety of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

BLACK, WHITE, AND NAVY STRIPED SILK—An immense variety of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

DRESSING GOWNS—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

BLOUSES in the Bargain Basement—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

HATLINERY. 1/4/11

Summer dressing coat in wool twill cloth, very light. Cut with English sleeves, patch pockets and a collar which can be very high or very low. Length 36 in., 50 in., 56 in., and 60 in. 2/11

MILLINERY. 1/4/11

Somewhere between a hat and a veil, with a pull-down veil. Ideal for holiday wear and becoming for all ages. 1/1

BARGAIN BASEMENT BUSINESS FROCK—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

Bathing Dresses, No. 1.—BATHING DRESS, in combination shape, in Navy and White, trimmed with ribbon, including a matching robe. In two widths. 1/9

ATTRACTION RUBBER CAP in Black, Purple, Jet, and Green. Price 4/11

DRESSER No. 2.—RAYON KNIT, in one yard, suitable for wash and wear, compounded with crepe. Striped Pink, Blue and Navy and White. Price 6/11

COTTON Petticoat, cut for full figure, with two finished hems and three tiny tucks. Lengths 35 in., 39 in., and 43 in. 4/11

Sale of Petticoats, No. 3.—TULLE Petticoat, in French, made up in muslin, with circular flounce edged with narrow lace, cut to fit. 2/11

TYROCK, or for full figure, with two finished hems and three tiny tucks. Lengths 35 in., 39 in., and 43 in. 4/11

MODS. No. 4.—Charming Ivory Voile HUSTLING, for summer wear, with pretty embroidered front. Neutral colours and styles of French design. Price 3/11

NATURAL BLACK, with neutral and embroidered front. Neutral colours and styles of French design. Price 3/11

DESIGNS OF THE WORLD—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

GREAT SELECTION OF MILLINERY—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

BARGAIN BASEMENT SLEEPING FROCK. A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

BARGAIN BASEMENT BUSINESS FROCK—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

NO. 7.—SHOE-JUMPERS, of Navy Coating, with full tails. For business or house wear, and ladies' nightdresses, and finished with different buttons, in all sizes. Price 8/9

Bargain Basement Sleepers. No. 8.—SHOE-JUMPERS, for summer wear, to fit a woman's body, in all sizes, 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

BARGAIN BASEMENT NIGHTDRESS—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

LADY'S SLEEPING FROCK—A range of designs, in a heavy silk material, soft and supple, handsomely designed and styled. Offered at a price of 3/11, 2/11, and 1/1.

PARKER BELMONT & CO., 32, Theobald's Road, London, W.C.

MOTOR CYCLE CATALOGUE—Copy of 1916 B.S.A. Motor cycle Catalogue post free on request.

THE B.S.A. CO. LTD., 9, Small Heath, Birmingham.

---

IT IS BEST TO SHOP BEFORE ONE O'CLOCK—OUR DEPARTMENTS ARE LESS CROWDED THEN.
FOR THE SUMMER GIRL.

A LITTLE GIRL'S GARMENT TO MAKE AT HOME.

Pocket's are shown in the sketch, but to preserve the correct line of the coat it is as well to have these merely simulated, or, if not thought worth while on account of their decorative value, they may be left out altogether.

A costume of cream cloth trimmed with black satin for the Summer Girl.

Pockets are shown in the sketch, but to preserve the correct line of the coat it is as well to have these merely simulated, or, if not thought worth while on account of their decorative value, they may be left out altogether.

SUMMER COATS OF SHANTUNG:

A DUST-COAT of shantung or other washing material is an economical investment for a little girl's wardrobe. It has only to be made for the coat in shantung, or even of shantung or other washing material is an economical investment for a little girl's wardrobe. It has only to be.
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DONOGHUE'S DOUBLE AT THE GATwick MEETING.

Field Of 27 Runners In The Ashdown Handicap.

NEW DERBY PROBABILITIES.

If not over-running, there was fairly interesting racing at Gatwick on Saturday, when Donoghue rode a double for owners, one starting at 100 to 8, the other at 8 to 1, which was a very nice double. But for the intervention of Oros, in the Mart Plate, the Earl of Cadogan would have completed the hat-trick.

He took the chief event—the Prince's Handicap—on Countess of Oxford's Steeplechase. Oros, colt not having run well as was expected in the race, won by Hasta at Newmarket a few days before last, otherwise he would have probably been a more popular fancy, but the inference is that the form was useful, for Countess of Oxford's Steeplechase was a day followed home by Wolfalone, who had also been unplaced in Hasta's race.

Brownie did not do so well at Windsor, and the favourite, Aungus, went out after taking the lead at quarter of a mile out, was beaten into third place, and fell near the line. The Earl of Cadogan's horse, who won the handicap at Newmarket first Spring Meeting, Robinson's stable has again struck its form, and with Wolf alone out of the way Oros found Ms task in the Mart Plate a comparatively an easy one. The S. Blaire golding, who was considered the danger to Oros, caused a lot of trouble at the start, but when the ladders were opened the Foxhill colt jumped off in front and was never headed.

Analogys looked the pick of the nine starters for the Marble Arch Handicap, and the market suggested Gilbert the Filbert would be the only danger. The favourite took the lead of the latter race, but he found more than his match in the unseeded Radium—Flair Fiftiella.

After a long string of failures Calder Vale renewed acquaintance with winning form by taking the Apprentice Handicap, while Luxowood beat other juveniles by a head in the Andrew Belling Handicap.

As on the opening day, V. Smyth rode the first winners of the season. London Lad was the last result, and probably came as a surprise to the stable, especially as he seemed to be placed and matched daily.

Tomorrow will see the decision of the New Derby Stakes at Newmarket, for which the following are the Probable Starters and Jockeys.

GILBERT, for Mr. W. B. Gosden, by Faustus (Bp. St. Albans) (Mr. W. B. Gosden). (B. M. E. W. & L.)
FROX, 1 s-scc. by Willoughby-Fayre (B. M. E. W. & L.).
PHIDIAS, 1 s-scc. by Polypodium—Silver Fool (Kingsley) (B. M. E. W. & L.).
SINIAN, 3 s-scc. by Epsom—Pamphilia (B. M. E. W. & L.).
DARBY, 3 s-scc. by Epsom—Pamphilia (B. M. E. W. & L.).
ANGUILLA, 3 s-scc. by Epsom—Pamphilia (B. M. E. W. & L.).
FOREST FIRE, 3 s-scc. by Epsom—Pamphilia (B. M. E. W. & L.).
HUNTER, 3 s-scc. by Epsom—Pamphilia (B. M. E. W. & L.).
POLYDAMAS, 3 s-scc. by Epsom—Pamphilia (B. M. E. W. & L.).
GIANTIC, 3 s-scc. by Epsom—Pamphilia (B. M. E. W. & L.).

COUNTY CRICKETERS IN ARMY TEAM.

The Kent Fortress Engineers' team, who were beaten by one run by the Artists' Rifles at Gravesend. It includes Woolley, the Northants player, and five Kent players. Reading from the left, back row, R. S. H. Holcombe, Corpl. C. N. Woolley, (Northants), Corpl. Oldfield, Corpl. Faircloth and Corpl. Birtcher; middle row, Lee-Corpl. Fair service (Kent), Scrtg. Byrnes (Kent), Capt. Wellington, Liet. L. H. A. Shuter, Liet. H. Rogers (honi. sec.), Sapper Holt (serc.), Sapper Brooks (umpire), front row, Sapper E. Jennings (Kent), Corpl. D. Jennings (Kent), and Corpl. Povey (Kent).

HOLIDAY MUNITION OUTPUT.

Trade Union Leaders To Meet Mr. Lloyd George To-Day.

To-day representatives of trade unions whose members are engaged on war work are to meet Mr. Lloyd George at the Hotel Metropole conference room to discuss arrangements of holidays in relation to war output. Telegrams inviting executive representatives to attend the conference were sent out by Mr. Arthur Henderson.

At the executive of the South Wales Miners' Association at Cardiff on Saturday a letter was read from the Admiral, suggesting that the Whitham holidays should be restricted to one day. The executive of the men's unions decided to confine the Whitham holidays to one day only to curb the excesses of the men.

Colonel Norton Griffiths, D.S.O., M.P. for Wednesbury, has issued a circular to all munition workers in the country urging them to dispense with Whitham holidays this year. He bluntly puts it this way:

"A Whitham holiday would be given to the people of this country at the price of ten to twenty thousand casualties in the field."

RAILWAY STAFF'S WAR SERVICE.

Mr. R. H. Sebe, general manager of the Metropolitan Railway, has appealed to circulars with appeal to railway men to "do their bit" in the war, men and women alike.

The Amsterdam Polderflot team, which has been tried in England, has ended in ten persons being sentenced to death. Four old boys of the training ship Exmouth, now serving with the Navy, have been rewarded by the Russian Government for services in mine sweeping.

"A RASH ENTERPRISE."

How The Cossocks Joined The British Troops In Mesopotamia.

Pentagon, Sunday.

According to the latest information received, the meeting of Russian cavalry detachments with British troops in Mesopotamia took place in a region where nobody expected it, namely, on the southern roads, which are extremely difficult and almost impracticable.

The junction was effected by Cossocks, who were given full liberty by General Barratt to do the choices of route to be taken.

When the British were informed as to the route chosen they did not believe, even up to the last moment, that they could attain to it. Their leaders were taken by surprise, and looked upon these brave cavaliers as irresistibly lost—Reuter.

A.S.C., WINNER AT ARMY SPORTS.

Private Hodges, of the Army Service Corps, who won the quarter, half and one mile races in the Army Sports held at Richmond in aid of the Red Cross funds.

LEW EDWARDS BEATS HERB MCCOY.

In a 20-round boxing match held here to-day for the Championship of Australia Lew Edwards the Englishman, defeated Herb McCoy on points.

The match drew 1900 spectators. 

THE BOXING "STARS" OF THE MUSIC HALL.

Gus McNaughton, the 13-tone champion of the music-hall profession, receiving the "Joe Ellis" Cup at the Vaudable Club last night. Behind the table are the other music-hall boxing

MACKINTOSHES

It's all "goodness.

OFFER DELUXE "BEAUTY BOX"
THE LOVE OF AN ANZAC.
BY
LADY BROCKTELL.

The Journey In The Night.

For some moments Gordon Kemp was too agitated to comprehend clearly the news that was being passed him over the telephone. And when he did understand it had far from a calming effect upon him.

Hampstead Heath. Mafeking Terrace. And had left his fare standing on the prostrate figure and had drawn up a head was thrust out. He had been warned in time to prevent Jim Stratton from understanding it had far from the unlighted lamps attracted his attention. He was already very weary of his walk, and as the time passed he became very weary of his own features, but faced with these irremediable data, he was hopelessly at a loss as to what he should do.

He paused, looked about him, and as the time passed he became very weary of his walk, and as the time passed he became very weary of his own eyes.

The Accident.

Five night, male, he said.

Had he noticed that the man had seemed anxious to avoid him—had, indeed, made as if to move away from the lamp-post when he saw him crossing the road, but had then changed his mind.

Stratton saw that he was a well-dressed man of only average height, with the stamp of the city strongly upon him.

"Yes, it is a nice night," he replied.

"And I seem to catch a beat of this terrace," Stratton went on with a laugh. "Are you waiting for somebody?"

She said a rather sharp female voice, "I'm mighty sorry to worry you like this, but I must know. Given facts and answer you, so it's no use asking him.

John Stratton stepped back to obtain a better view of the man standing by the lamp-post. There was an hysterical note. "It's Mr. Martin," she said. "I'm mighty sorry to worry you like this, but I must know. Given facts and answer you, so it's no use asking him.

"Don't move, Mr. Martin," he said. "I've got some other business to attend to."

He had seen the man turn towards the cab and then slip upon the cobblestones. His warning came too late.

"Mrs. Kemp," he said, "I've got some other business to attend to."

He had seen the man turn towards the cab and then slip upon the cobblestones. His warning came too late. He had tried to call out to him, but his voice was drowned by the noise of the passing traffic.

The Berkeley Loose-Cover Easy Chair is specially designed for Bedrooms and the Drawing-room. Dainty in appearance, strongly constructed upon a sound Beechwood frame, sides and back gently curved, giving ample comfort. Seat springing with best steel-coppered springs. Upholstered in Casement Cloth and fitted with a charming Loose Cover in Cretone of your own selection. This loose cover really slips on or off the chair for washing, and chair can be used without cover. As a supreme guarantee every Berkeley is SOLD ON THE MONEY-BACK PRINCIPLE.

The Friend of the Housewife.

KEATINGS KILLS EVERY BEETLE.
HOW WOMEN CAN HELP THE RED CROSS:

LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON.

Mrs. E. Osmond, wife of Flight-Commander E. Osmond, R.N., has just had a son.—(Swaine.)

HAPPY MOTHER.

Co-Sergt.-Major W. Dunlop, Durham L.I. (T.F.), won the D.C.M. by carrying in wounded men to shelter.

A HERO’S D.C.M.

The King and Queen leaving the Albert Hall after attending the Guards’ bands concert in aid of the Household Brigade Prisoners of War Fund.—(Daily Sketch.)

SPORTS AT HOME THAT FIT OUR LADS FOR CAMPAIGNING AT THE FRONT.

Sonny, meeting his father home from the front, wore his school satchel pack-fashion.

Sports are frequently organised in the training camps as aids to physical fitness for campaigning. Here are young soldier athletes at the Royal Garrison Artillery sports, ready for the half-mile race.

HOW BRITISH TOMMIES RIDE THEIR DESERT STEEDS TO VICTORY IN THE SUDAN.

A British Camel Corps riding out into the desert. The men have become expert in the handling of their strange mounts, and it was such a contingent as this that lately defeated the troops of the Sultan of Darfur in the Sudan.

DUBLIN REVOLT PICTURES.

The wonderful exclusive pictures of the Dublin rebellion, taken by the Daily Sketch photographers, in many cases under fire, have now been issued in postcard form. There are 16 different subjects, and the price is 1d. each. Your newsagent has them, or can get them for you from 46, Shoe-lane, E.C.